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From IT Pro to Cloud Pro Microsoft Office 365 and SharePoint Online (IT Best Practices - Microsoft Press)Microsoft Press, 2016

	Modernize your IT skills for the new world of cloud computing!


	Whether you are an IT administrator, developer, or architect, cloud technologies are transforming your role. This guide brings together the knowledge you need to transition smoothly to Microsoft Office 365 cloud-only and...
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Mastering Windows Server 2016 Hyper-VSybex, 2016

	Build a seamless, flexible, full-service datacenter solution


	Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V is the IT administrator's guide to this rising datacenter solution. Hyper-V has already surpassed VMWare in datacenter management, identity service for multiple devices, and more; this book shows you how to harness...
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Game Character Creation with Blender and UnitySybex, 2012

	A complete guide to creating usable, realistic game characters with two powerful tools


	Creating viable game characters requires a combination of skills. This book teaches game creators how to create usable, realistic game assets using the power of an open-source 3D application and a free game engine. It presents a...
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Hacking the Hacker: Learn From the Experts Who Take Down HackersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Meet the world's top ethical hackers and explore the tools of the trade


	Hacking the Hacker takes you inside the world of cybersecurity to show you what goes on behind the scenes, and introduces you to the men and women on the front lines of this technological arms race. Twenty-six of the world's top white hat...
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Java 9 Revealed: For Early Adoption and MigrationApress, 2017

	
		Explore the new Java 9 modules, SDK, JDK, JVM, JShell and more in this comprehensive book that covers what’s new in Java 9 and how to use these new features. Java 9 Revealed is for experienced Java programmers looking to migrate to Java 9.  Author Kishori Sharan begins by covering how to develop Java...
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Helping Kids with Coding For DummiesFor Dummies, 2018

	Help for grown-ups new to coding


	Getting a jump on learning how coding makes technology work is essential to prepare kids for the future. Unfortunately, many parents, teachers, and mentors didn't learn the unique logic and language of coding in school. Helping Kids with Coding For Dummies comes to the...
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Beginning Data Science in R: Data Analysis, Visualization, and Modelling for the Data ScientistApress, 2017

	Discover best practices for data analysis and software development in R and start on the path to becoming a fully-fledged data scientist. This book teaches you techniques for both data manipulation and visualization and shows you the best way for developing new software packages for R.





	Beginning Data Science in R...
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Web as History: Using Web Archives to Understand the Past and the PresentUCL Press, 2017

	The World Wide Web has now been in use for more than 20 years. From early browsers to today’s principal source of information, entertainment and much else, the Web is an integral part of our daily lives, to the extent that some people believe ‘if it’s not online, it doesn’t exist.’ While this statement is not...
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Absolute Beginners Guide to ComputingApress, 2016

	
		Learn and understand how you can perform a wide range of tasks on your new Windows computer, including managing files, browsing the internet, and protecting yourself, as well as interacting with Cortana.

	
		Using Absolute Beginners Guide to Computing you will see how to use Windows, and how you can connect and...
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Azure and Xamarin Forms: Cross Platform Mobile DevelopmentApress, 2018

	Discover how to create cross platform apps for Android, iOS and UWP using Azure services and C# with Xamarin Forms. This book illustrates how to utilize Azure cloud storage for serving up Azure SQL DB data through Azure App Services.


	The book starts by setting up Xamarin and introducing Xamarin Forms and then covers the Azure...
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Object-Oriented JavaScript: Learn everything you need to know about object-oriented JavaScript (OOJS), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn everything you need to know about object-oriented JavaScript with this comprehensive guide. Enter the world of cutting-edge development!


	Key Features

	
		This book has been updated to cover all the new object-oriented features introduced in ECMAScript 6
	
		It makes object-oriented...
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NTP Security: A Quick-Start GuideApress, 2016

	Learn the risks associated with Network Time Protocol (NTP) security and how to minimize those risks while deploying and managing the protocol. You will be able to reduce the disruption of communication between servers on the network and the risk that the entire network will be taken offline.


	NTP Security: A Quick-Start...
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